Bioinspired Engineering – Lessons from Clicking Moths
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Acoustic bat deterrent signal emitters are a potential mitigation measure to reduce bat
casualties at wind farms. Ermine moths are naturally bat deterrent, they produce anti-bat
sounds using their aeroelastic tymbals. Could biomimetic aeroelastic tymbals coupled to
turbine blades aid to mitigate bat casualties?
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Ultrasonic signals emitted by ermine
moths are detected by bats as far as 8
metre distance. The sound intensity
(65 dB) is achieved thanks to their
buckling aeroelastic tymbals.
Could we replicate this acoustic
function for autonomous
micro-aerial vehicles (MAVs)?

Structural stability can be harnessed
to design shape-changing structures.
Aeroelastic tymbals not only morph
but buckle continuously during flight
without damaging.
Could we learn to design safe and
reliable, multi-functional
structures?

How do Aeroelastic Tymbals Work?
Aeroelastic tymbals are striated membranes
on the wings, their complex structure buckles
due to the wing’s deformation.
๏ Buckling propagates as individual snaps at
each striation.

Digital imaging of the aeroelastic tymbal

๏ Snapping excites the resonant frequencies
of the tymbal.

The vibration produces acoustic waves
that we interpret as sound

Understanding Aeroelastic Tymbals — Bioinspired Origami
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“Sound production by buckling” is a key stepping
stone for innovative and exciting applications.
Structural engineering could potentially be benefited
by exploiting sound production in morphing
structures. The next challenge is to validate the
mechanical response in more robust structures with
higher prototyping fidelity. Aiming to introduce
aeroelastic tymbal designs and functionality in
MAVs and wind turbine blades.
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